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Sean Barney is graduate of Swarthmore College, Yale Law School and the Harvard Kennedy School. He is also a decorated 
Iraq War veteran who has dedicated his life to service, to bringing people together and to advancing economic 
opportunity. 

In high school, he was recognized with the New York Times Young Citizens Award for his work creating a community 
service alliance of inner city and suburban youth called Everyday People. After college, responding to United States 
Senator Bill Bradley’s call to put issues of economic opportunity and fairness back on the public agenda, Sean joined 
Bradley’s staff, working his way up from driver to speechwriter.

Sean then joined then-Governor Tom Carper as he campaigned for US Senate. After Senator Tom Carper was elected, 
Sean joined his staff as senior aide, working in Washington on budget and economic policy.

After 9/11, Sean felt that it was his personal responsibility to serve, not wanting other young people to be sent to fight 
in his place. Urged to become an officer, he decided to enlist instead. Sean went to Marine Corps boot camp and then 
volunteered for a combat tour in Fallujah, Iraq, where he received a Purple Heart for wounds sustained from being shot 
by a sniper. 
 
When he regained consciousness in a naval hospital in Bethesda, Maryland, Sean was told that it was a miracle he was 
alive. The bullet had narrowly missed Sean’s windpipe and spine but had severed Sean’s carotid artery.  The heat of the 
round cauterized the artery to the jugular vein which allowed members of Sean’s platoon time to get him to a surgical 
center and for a skilled Navy surgeon to save his life. Sean knows he is fortunate to be alive and is determined to use the 
new lease he was given on life to give back.

Sean returned to graduate school and then ultimately back to Delaware where Sean served as Policy Director in the 
Administration of Governor Jack Markell. He worked closely on many criminal and social justice issues including the 
use of medical marijuana. He left his position at the end of 2013 and is now a full time candidate for State Treasurer 
of Delaware where he hopes to apply the lessons he’s learned towards creation of economic opportunities for 
Delawareans.




